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1. Introduction

In this paper we shall be concerned with a simply connected body. The body
is assumed to be micropolar, isotropic, homogeneous and centrosymmetric. Under
the effect of external forces and heating the body becomes deformed. This deforma-
tion is characterized by two asymmetric tensors, namely the deformation tensor
yn and the curvature — twist tensor «#. The following relations hold [1]—[4]:

(1-1) yn = m, j — eicji a>ic, x}l — mi,]

Here the symbol u stands for the displacement vector, <p is the rotation vector, while
ejcjt is the well known Cartesian e — tensor (its components are +1 (—1) is i,j, k
is an even (odd) permutation of 1, 2, 3; they are zero, if two subsripts are equal).

The state of stress in the body is denned by two asymmetric tensors: The force-
stress-tensor and the couple-stress-tensor. The relations between the state of stress
and the state of strain are given by the following formulae:

(1.2) Oji.= (p+a) y)i+(fi — a) yu+(hyt;k — v6) da,

(1.3) (iji — (y +e) Xji +(y — e) xtl +/3«ftft di].

Here the symbols p , X, a, /?, y, e represent the material constants. 6 — T — To,
where T denotes the absolute temperature. The above relations should be supple-
mented by the equation of equilibrium

(1.4) Oft.i+Xi-0,

0-5) 8i}!e0M+Wilj
JrYi = O, i,j, k = 1,2, 3.

In the above equations the symbol X denotes the vector of body forces, while Y
stands for the vector of body couples. The loadings^ and the moments mi appearing
at the surface A of the body are connected by the following relations

(1.6) pt = an rij, m = /*» nj,

where n is the unary vector of the normal to the surface A.

257— [365]
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In this paper we are going to determine the integrals

(1.7) h

k = div u , Kick = div w .

The first integral denotes the increment of the volume of the simply connected body
due to its deformation. The second integral defines the mean value of the quantitty
div to in the simply connected body. Since

0.8)

where con is the projection of the vector ca onto the direction of the normal n; the
integral I2 = J a>n dA represents also the mean value of the quantity a>n on the

v
surface A bounding the body.

2. Application of the theorem of reciprocity of work

In order to determine the quantities Jj, i-j we shall make use of the theorem of
reciprocity of works for the static problem [5]

(2.1) J (Pi u'i+nu col) dA+ J (Xt U^ + Yt w't) dV+v f y'm 6dV =
A V V

= J {p'i Ui+m'i OH) dA+ f (X't ut+Y'i cat) dV+v f yn 6' dV.

Here v = 3 Kat, where K = 1+ ~ ftis the module of compressibility and at is the

coefficient of linear thermal dilatability. In Eq. (2.1) we have two systems of causes
and effects. To the causes in the first system we shall assign the external forces
pu rrtt, X[, Yt and temperature 6, while to the effects: displacements m and rotations
a>{. The causes and effects of the second system will be marked with "primes".

In order to determine the integral I\ = J yw dV we assume that the second

system of causes refers to the overall unary tension in isotherrnic state. Consequently,
we have to assume

\J—£.) Ji-i — U , I i = U , Itli = U , 0 = 0 , Pi = a l ' / J j .

Since in this case there is

we have

Xi
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From Eq. (2.1) we obtain

(2.4) J m ui dA = — I j n Xi dA + j Xi xi dv\ +3 at j 6dV.
A \4 V V

As

J m uidA = j uk,kdV = Ii
A V

we get

(2.4') lx = J yudV= -J^ljpt xt dA+jXi x< dv\ +3at fddV.

The changes in the volume of the body depend here solely on the loadings^, body
forces Xi and temperature 6. The moments rrn and body couples Yi do not exert
any influence on the changes of the volume of the body.

The changes of the volume of the body may be described in a particularly simple
form if no external forces are acting. In this case there is

(2.5) h = 3asJ 6dV.
v

Let us remark that the increase of the volume of the body depends only on the
distribution of heat in the body and on the coefficient of thermal dilatation.

Formulae (2.4') and (2.5) are identical with those known from the classical theory
of thermoelasticity [6], [7]. Let us consider now the integral J ctu dV. In virtue
of Eq. (1.2) we have v

j an dV=3KJ YkJcdV- 9at j OdV.
V V V

Taking into account (2.4'), we get finally

(2.6) J akk dV= j pi Xi dA+ j Xi xt dV.
V A V

If no external loadings are acting (the body, being, however, heated), there is

(2.6') JaudV=0.
v

Eq. (2.6') is identical with Hieke's formula [8] in classical thermoelasticity.
Let us return to the theorem on reciprocity (2.1), assuming that the body was

subjected to overall unary twisting. We assume:

(2.7) * f - 0 , Y't = 0, />; = 0, 0' = O,

and
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Substituting the above expressions into Bq. (2.1), we get

(2.8) J KkkdV= f (pi u'i+nti o>'t) dA+ j (Xt u't+Yi co't) dV+v f 6y'k]c dV.
V A V

Here use was made of Gauss' transformation

j u>i m dA= \ tot, k dV — J %kk dV.
A V V

Solving Eqs. (1.3) with respect to %jy, we obtain

1 2

312 3

Hence,

(2.9) m'i=^Q-

Since a'u — 0, there is

From the above formula we have

(2.10) u'tj = ekji<p'k, u'f] — -—7rekj'Xic, Uj,j = y'kk — 0 .

Introducing these values into (2.8), we obtain

/
I [ r r \ C i C i

KkkdV = -T7r < Yi Xi dV-\- rrnxi dA\ + Xi w4 dV-\- pt ut dA.
v ^r A ' v A

Making use of the equation of equilibrium (1.4), of the relations
t t i

and of the constitutive equation for Oji and a'^, we shall transform the expression

j pt u't dA+ j Xi u't dV+v J 6y'kk dV = P.
A v v

As a result we obtain

P = j bn %j+v6y'ki:] dV = I [an (y'ji+sicji a>'k)+vOy'kk] dV =
v v

_ r j irr, r i , r r r r . . . , *• r
— J afi yji uV-r J <Jji Skfl Ci)kaV = I o# yn dV-\- -T^r I Bjcft Xk Oji dV.

Since a'n = 0. Eq. (2.8) — wherein the term P appears — will take the form

(2.12) h = [xadV = — j [mt XidA+ f Yi x%dV
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Let us consider now the integral J /AM dV. Making use of the relations (1.3) we get
v

Introducing the above expression into the formula (2.12) we obtain

(2.13) J HM dV= JmiXtdA+ f Yt xt dV+ f em xk an dV.
V

J f f
V A V V

The mean value of the quantity JAM depends on external loadings.
In a particular case — for mi = 0, Yi = 0 — we have

(2.14) . J nicicdV= j sw x/c o}i dV.
V V

This integral becomes equal to zero if the stress tensor <r# is symmetric.
Besides, we may derive the formulae (2.4') and (2.12) in another way also. Let

us namely multiply the equations of equilibrium (1.4) and (1.5) by xt and integrate
them over the region of the body. We obtain

(2.15)

(2.16) J (««» (fjk+Mu+Yt) XidV=Q.
v

We shall transform the above equations making use of the theorem on divergence
and of the relations (1.6)

(2.17) jPtxidA+ f XtxtdV= J ak!cdV,
A V V

(2.18) J mxidA+ j Yi xtdV+ f sm xt ajk dV = J /Jkk dV.
A V V

It is seen at once that the formula (2.18) is identical with (2.13) and (2.17) with (2.6).
Taking advantage of the expressions

(2.19) a*k = 3 (Ryu - v6),

derived from the relations (1.2) and (1.3), we obtain successively

(2.20) - h = -JJJT { fpi M dA + jXi Xi dv\ + 3at j OdV,
\4 V V

(2.21) I2 = -T7r[[mtxtdA+ f Yi xt dV+ (em xk an dv\.

As this way to the final result proved to be quite'simple, it may be readily used
when considering a more complex structure of the body.
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Let us consider anisotropic and homogeneous — although not centrosymmetric
body. The relations between the state of stress and state of strain will be given by
the formulae [9]:

(2.23) ftji = (y +e) «y«+(y — e) xy +%yfl+ffyw+(/foft*+£y** — £0) <3y •

Here [x, 1, a, /?, y, s, %, a, Q, are material constants. Contracting the tensors cr#
and /iji, we obtain

(2.24) akk = 3 (Kykk +r>ckk - rj0),

(2.25) fin = 3 (Qxkk+rykk - £0), 3F = x+ff+^Q •

Introducing the above expressions into the formulae (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain

r 1 f r r ) r
(2.26) ii + — 7a = - r rH \Pi xi dA+ I XiXidV\-\-3r] \ BdV,

K 5K. \J J J
yA • V V

(2.27) I2+ -Q-h = ~jQ {Jmt xt dA+f Yi x{ dV+ j ' a m xk an dv\ +3£ J BdV.
^A V V V

We have to solve these equations with respect 7i and 72. It is obvious that the incre-
ment of the volume of the body I\ — A V as well as the mean value of the integral
h — / KJck dV depend on all the component of external forces and the tempera-

v
ture 6.
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B. HOBALIKHH, «OPMYJIW CIIJIOIIIHOH TEPMOVEPyrOfi AECOPMAU.HH
B MHKPOnOJIHPHOM TEJIE

B HacToameH pa6oTe BtiBefleHH 4opMynH Ha H3MeHeHHe oSxeMa oflHOCBa3Horo, ynpyroro,
Tena, a TaKxe Ha cpeflHee 3HaHeHHe flHsepreHiraH o6opoTa B TaKOM Tene. Yno-

4>opMyjiti nojiyneHBi no flByM MeroflaM: nyxeM npHMeHemia TeopeMti o B3aHMHOCTH
pa6oT, a aareM nenocpeflCTBeHHO, Hcxofla H3 ypaBHeiiHfi paBHOBecHfl Texra.


